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PRÉCIS
Elisa Alvarenga, in a 2021 video conference for the
Lacanian Compass working towards the Clinical Study
Days 14, entitled “What Real at stake”, develops the
argument that Lacan poses about the real, saying that
the real is the ‘mystery of the speaking body’. She will
demonstrate that in relation to the non-sexual rapport,
the body speaks from the One, singular mark of jouissance, which is always an obstacle for a possible
encounter of the sexes. In Lacan’s last seminars, Elisa
argues, the unconscious becomes related more to the
written, since the purpose of language is not to communicate. Writing lalangue in one word, Alvarenga
reminds us, indicates that its purpose is jouissance,
which encloses each one of the sexes inside itself.
There's no dialogue between the sexes and love will be
the instrument to make them cross the wall between
them by means of the object a.

Elisa Alvarenga is a psychoanalyst, Analyst Member of
the School (AME) of the Brazilian School of Psychoanalysis (EBP) and the World Association of Psychoanalysis (WAP). Was Analyst of the School (AE) from
2000 to 2003. She is a Psychiatrist and holds a Doctoral degree in Psychoanalysis from University of Paris
VIII. Elisa, was a governess of "Residência en Psiquiatria del Instituto Raul Soares" (FHEMIG). She has
published "O conceito de psicose em Freud" y
"A neurose obsessiva no feminino".
Elisa Alvarenga has written many articles in several
publications of the Freudian Field , EBP and the WAP.
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"THE REAL IS THE MYSTERY
OF THE SPEAKING BODY"
LACANIAN COMPASS - NOV. 28TH 2021

I'd like to thank the Lacanian Compass for this invitation
to work with you around the theme of the next Clinical
Study Days “What Real at Stake”. I thought I could
explore this theme in Lacan’s Seminar XX, where I found
a statement at the end of chapter X. Lacan introduces
there the Borromean knot after saying that the object a
fails to approach the real because it is a semblant being,
but the real, “is the mystery of the speaking body".
Jacques-Alain Miller considers that chapter VIII of this
Seminar is when Lacan introduces his last teachings,
where the real becomes silent. This occurs in chapter
VII after a sort of separation from Aristotle's ontology.
"The real could only inscribe itself by means of a formalized deadlock". This formalization is based on writing,
whose image given by Lacan, is the text work that
comes out of the womb of a spider. From this strange
being’s opaque point comes out the traces of the
written¹. That means, there is an opening to the real
through jouissance.
Miller tells us that, although Lacan admits that there is
symbolic in the real, the signifier is mute. "The real does
not speak"² is a proposition that indicates the value we
should give to the primacy of the written over speech in
Lacan’s last seminars. The unconscious becomes related then to the written, it doesn't communicate. From
Seminar XX on, Lacan says it's not sure that the purpose
of language is to dialogue. Writing lalangue in one word
indicates that its purpose is jouissance, which encloses
each one of the sexes inside itself. There's no dialogue
between the sexes and love will be the instrument to
make them cross the wall between the sexes by means
of the object a.
Lacan situates object a from being symbolic to being
real. On the one hand, Miller says, the object a flows
with the symbolic, with the discourses. On the other
1 Lacan, J. Encore. Paris, Seuil, 1975, p. 125-126.
2 Miller, J.-A. Lo real no habla, El ultimísimo Lacan. Buenos aires,
Paidós, 2012, p. 233-246.
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hand, the object a stays anchored in the real. By
approaching the real, this object is a false being and
doesn't sustain itself because it implies a meaning
effect.
As psychoanalysis practice is concerned, the analyst
puts the object a in the place of the semblant and he
occupies this position of semblance. To make the real
speak it is necessary to sweat the shirt, which means to
put his own body into question.
The analyst, more than adding his body, remains his
body, the body to treat the parlêtre, a category that
includes the body.
The relation between the signifier and jouissance,
between knowledge and jouissance, or yet, between the
signifier and the body, has always interested, or even
more, has always tormented Lacan. If in the beginning
of his teachings Lacan said that the signifier kills the
thing, mortifies jouissance, from a certain point on,
towards the end of the sixties, Lacan realizes that the
signifier is also cause of jouissance. We don't know
why, in the bath of lalangue where the parlêtre is born, a
signifier marks the body in a privileged way, perforating
it and introducing the unconscious in the body of the
speaking being. Thus, as Lacan says in Seminar XX, "the
real is the mystery of the speaking body, it's the mystery
of the unconscious"³.
At the same time, Lacan starts with a definition of the
real as impossible, approached by logic and mathematics and particularly with this real that constitutes the
One, first mark of jouissance that affects the body. He
goes from a psychoanalysis fully centered on the Other
to a reflection on the contrary, centered on the One. This
One becomes essential, from the moment the two, the
sexual pair, the relation between the sexes, becomes
3 Lacan, J. Encore. Paris, Seuil, 1975, p. 118.
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very problematic for Lacan in the beginning of the
seventies. It's a moment when this question was strong
on the agenda among French intellectuals, as Eric
Marty's book Le sexe des modernes testifies. How is it
possible that things associate themselves and make
two? Lacan tries to approach the notion of a One that
preexists to all attribution, a One of exception. This One
has the most strict relation to the fact that one can
enounce it, say it. To say "Il y a de l'Un", "there is One", is
the simplest way to evoque it, to put it as there is a
saying.
For Lacan, it's not a question of saying the real, because
it's impossible, but of making it exist through a saying.
The question is to know what real is at stake, if we
consider that this impossible concerns the sexual
relation.
Lacan goes beyond the Freudian phallus through the
invention of the phallic function. Besides the phallic
logic, universal, for all, he demonstrates that there
exists another one, that has its origin in the not-all he
calls Heteros. There are things separated from any
approach by sense, for example the Other jouissance
qualified feminine.
Chapter V of Seminar XX, called ”Aristotle and the other
satisfaction", makes explicit a substantial change in the
"classic Lacan", on "language as a jouissance device"4.
The first phrase of this chapter is: "All the needs of the
speaking being are contaminated by the fact of being
implicated in another satisfaction ... to which they may
fail”. This statement allows us to make explicit a change
of perspective of Lacan concerning love, its articulation
with jouissance and a new way of thinking the Other. If
language is articulated to jouissance, the Other is not
the treasure of signifiers anymore and becomes rather a
body.
Pierre-Gilles Guéguen5 approaches what would be "the
other satisfaction" reminding us that, according to
Freud, there would be a good satisfaction, which is the
one that the child could find with the mother. The problem is, this satisfaction is prohibited, fundamentally
attached to the lost object. That's what Lacan writes
with the paternal metaphor, with its result: the phallic
signification. That's perhaps why we can articulate, as
4 Miller, J.-A. Monólogo de la apalabra, La fuga del sentido,
Buenos Aires, Paidós, 2012, p. 139-159.
5 Miller, J.-A. Revalorización del amor, El partenaire-síntoma.
Buenos Aires, Paidós, 2008, p. 149. .
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Lacan does in Seminar 23 and Miller in his Conference
"The unconscious and the speaking body”, jouissance
of speaking body, to the phallus.
In Seminar XXIII, concerning Joyce, Lacan says: "As his
stick was a little soft, it was his art that supplied his
phallic firmness. The phallus is the conjunction of what
I called this parasite, the little piece of stick in question,
with the function of speech. His art is the real guarantor
of his phallus"6. Miller, in turn, states that "in the speaking being, there is, at the same time, jouissance of the
body, as well as jouissance that is deported out of the
body, the jouissance of speech which Lacan identifies,
with audacity and logic, with the phallic jouissance
since it is dis-harmonic in relation to the body". The
concept of body is here in the junction of the id and the
unconscious. "The chains of sense we decipher as
Freud did, are connected with the body and are made of
jouissance substance"7.
My hypothesis is that this act of speech in "il y a de l'Un",
which circumscribes and summons up the existence,
not of the truth, but of the real, a mark of jouissance, is
different from the speech as jouissance of sense, or
satisfaction of the blablabla. The subject of the unconscious is the one that the experience of psychoanalysis
engages to say nonsense and, from there, a certain real
can be reached, which has to do with jouissance
substance.
If in the classic Lacan, language is what creates a barrier to jouissance, in the seventies language itself is
infiltrated by the jouissance of the blablabla. Language
as means to mortify jouissance becomes itself a jouissance device. Lacan opposes this ‘other satisfaction’ to
the needs, to say it rather satisfies itself at the level of
the unconscious through the canyons of signifiers. It's
necessary to go through it to untangle it, or to fix it by
means of a letter of jouissance.
All the needs of the speaking being are contaminated by
the fact of having to pass by demand and depend on the
answer of the Other which also counts as a satisfaction,
independently of the Other giving the substance that
satisfies the need. This answer is a signifier and a sign
of love. Nevertheless, the perspective of Seminar XX is
that of a profound autoerotic drive. The mouth that
6 Lacan, J. O sinthoma. Rio de Janeiro, Zahar, 2008, p. 16.
7 Miller, J.-A. O inconsciente e o corpo falante, Scilicet O corpo
falante. São Paulo, EBP, 2016, p. 29-30.
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kisses itself, according to the Freudian expression, is
not the mouth that demands, but the one which has a
kind of internal object. The auto-erotism of the drive
takes Lacan to introduce love as what establishes the
connection with the Other. How can jouissance be
uncompleted, to face the matters of desire? The object
a as cause of desire tries to translate this drive displacement. If in Seminar X Lacan says that "only love allows
jouissance to condescend to desire"8, in Seminar XX
Lacan says that love supplies the absence of sexual
relation9. There is no sexual relation is correlative to the
auto-erotism of the drive and love has a highlighted
function in feminine sexuality, that goes beyond the
drive objects.
Here it's not necessary to have an agent of castration.
The ‘no sexual relation’ is the realization, in the real, of
the non semantic relation between signifier and meaning. The Drive does not want to say, but to enjoy. Thus,
the isolation of jouissance radicalizes the requirement
of a social link as a typical form of relation to the
Other¹0. That's why Lacan says: "There is only this, the
social link. I call it discourse"¹¹.
Lacan takes into account the difference between the
sexes and their modes of jouissance. A re-valorization
of love resumes what Freud says in Inhibition, Symptom
and Anxiety: …”on the feminine side, castration may take
the figure of a loss of love. Thus, a woman's jouissance
is essentially related to the Other's love”¹².
If feminine jouissance is related to the Other under the
form of S(A), a lack of a signifier to name a woman, a
man in his jouissance has a relation with the drive
object. The love act on the masculine side, says Lacan
ironically, is his polymorphous perversion. A man
remains attached to his auto-erotism, or takes the Other
as an object for his drive satisfaction. Feminine jouissance is linked to the Other: it's more independent from
the drive requirement, but the love demand becomes
more insistent.
Lacan, in the first years of his teachings, constructs the
paternal metaphor using the Freudian Oedipus logic. In
the sixties, besides pluralizing the Name of the Father,

Lacan shows that it's the structure of language itself
that has effects on jouissance, mortifying it and forcing
it to escape to erogenous zones. After introducing the
discourses and saying that the truth is sister of jouissance, Lacan introduces language as a jouissance
device.
Jouissance is no more a matter of rests, but it's everywhere. It refers to another satisfaction than that of the
necessities, but it is also different from the one that
would be adequate to the sexual relation.
The term speaking being acquires here all its importance, distinct from the subject, $, correlative of
language as what empties jouissance. The term subject
is linked to language as devitalizing and not as a jouissance device. The speaking being becomes, from then
on, the center of Lacan's attention, because it includes
the body affected by the drive beyond the unconscious.
The Other, neither, will continue to be a place evacuated
of jouissance. The signifier will be cause of jouissance,
situated at the level of jouissance substance rather than
having a relation to its meaning, as in metaphor or in
metonymy.
To realize that speech itself is related to jouissance
allows us to situate otherwise the postponement of the
end of an analysis, which is not produced by the juggling
of the master signifiers and requires one more step.
That's the importance of the aphorism "Il y a de l'Un",
"There is One", and of the resources searched by Lacan
in mathematics and in the letter to dry up the proliferation of meaning and jouissance of speech in analysis.
Here the conciseness of "well saying" reduces the jouissance of meaning in speech, and allows to circumscribe
the sinthomatic jouissance as a remainder impossible
to annulate.
Thus, with Aristotle's modal logic we can think that what
doesn't stop writing itself, jouissance of speech, of
meaning, finds its limit in what doesn't stop not writing
itself, the impossible, by the means of the contingency
of an encounter that makes a limit to this Other jouissance, that has no signifier to name it. A letter stops not
writing itself.

8 Lacan, J. L'angoisse. Paris, Seuil, 2004, p. 209.
9 Lacan, J. Encore. Paris, Seuil, 1975, p. 44.
10 Miller, J.-A. Relación con el Otro, La fuga del sentido.
Buenos Aires, Paidós, 2012, p. 198.
11 Lacan, J. Encore. Paris, Seuil, 1975, p. 51.
12 Miller, J.-A. Revalorización del amor, El partenaire-síntoma.
Buenos aires, Paidós, 2008, p. 159.
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Phallic and not-all jouissance
For Lacan, both Aristotle and Freud speak of the phallic
jouissance, the only one there is, except the one on the
side of the woman, about which, she doesn't say a
word¹³. There's no parallel between the phallic jouissance, summit of autoerotic jouissance, and feminine
jouissance. Lacan assigns the phallic jouissance to
both sexes and opposes it to the sexual relation. Miller¹4
draws a scheme where he situates the phallus, the
jouissance of speech and masculine and feminine jouissances.
Φ
{masculine jouissance <> a}
{feminine jouissance <> S(A/)}
jouissance of speech
The phallic jouissance is valid for both sexes as autoerotic. Masculine jouissance is articulated to the object
a and feminine jouissance is articulated to S(A). Here
Miller doesn't approach phallic jouissance and jouissance of speech, which Lacan calls "the other satisfaction” and in chapter VI of Seminar XX, he will say ambiguously: “the other satisfaction, the satisfaction of
speech and the phallic jouissance correspond to the
jouissance that would be fair so that something
happens between what I would call a man and a
woman. That is, the one that corresponds to the phallic
jouissance"¹5. That makes us think that another satisfaction comes in the place of phallic jouissance, that
signals the absence of sexual relation.
In chapter VII of "The interpretation of dreams”, Freud
exposes the psychic device destined to obtain a satisfaction experience through the satisfaction modeled
after the child. This satisfaction appears in the baby
when a gap is produced between a state of tension and
the object of satisfaction has to come from the Other. In
the psychism a trace of the tension and a trace of the
object become associated with stopping the displeasure. In between these traces there appear associations
by simultaneity. Thus, when the state of tension reappears, the pleasure principle has the tendency to
reinvest the traces of memory linked to the satisfaction
13 Lacan, J. Encore. Paris, Seuil, 1975, p. 56.
14 Miller, J.-A. El partenaire-síntoma. Buenos Aires,
Paidós, 2008, p. 178.
15 Lacan, J. Encore. Paris, Seuil, 1975, p. 61.
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experienced before, producing the hallucination of the
lost object. That's what Freud calls the hallucinatory
satisfaction of desire¹6.
Between the need and its satisfaction, another satisfaction interposes itself, the one that would give place to
the unconscious. The satisfaction of necessity is
contaminated by an hallucinatory satisfaction of
psychic order, different from the one given by the real
object. The experience of the need satisfaction then
remains inscribed, and this inscription determines that
the function of memory interferes with the direct satisfaction. The memory trace remains inscribed and
returns. That's the unconscious as an active memory.
Freud utilizes this elementary scheme to define desire
as an hallucinatory realization linked to the first experience of satisfaction. It's especially manifest in the
traces of perversion as the example of the Freudian
fetishist shows: a glance at the nose, in his mother
language, is mistaken by a Glanz auf der Nase (a shine
on the nose) in the German language, and it takes the
form of a primary jouissance trauma, manifest in each
speaking being as a mark of jouissance which reiterates
in the symptom.
Lacan talks about this other satisfaction at the level of
the unconscious in the symptom. Considered as unconscious realizations of desire, the symptoms are a result
of the other satisfaction. Nevertheless, in the symptom
we have a division: one part realizes desire and another
reacts against this realization. There is a connection
between the satisfaction and the signifier inscribed in
the unconscious. Knowledge is a means of jouissance,
but paradoxically, the speaking being may repeat what
brings him suffering: either by means of many twists of
language, in his fantasies and identifications, or in the
iteration of the marks of jouissance and the paradoxical
satisfaction of the drive.
We have been formed by the scheme that represents
necessity addressed to the Other via the demand, place
of speech. If meaning is not pure, but jouissance-meaning, translation of the mistaken, promoted by Lacan as
jouis sens, we must transform this Other in a place of
jouissance for the subject, because there, where it
speaks, it enjoys. On the masculine side, it is reduced to
16 Freud, S. A interpretação dos sonhos, Edição Standard Brasileira
das Obras Completas de Sigmund Freud V. Rio de Janeiro,
Imago, 1972, p. 602-3.
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the object a. On the feminine side, the Other is an object
of a crazy and enigmatic jouissance, S(A). That's the
Other as a place of jouissance of the speaking being,
that Miller has proposed to call symptom, when he
referred to partner symptom. In 1978, Lacan says, we
have as a symptom, each one his own. There is a sinthome-he and a sinthome-she. That's what remains from
what we call the sexual relation: an inter-sinthomatic
relation"¹7.
In the beginning of chapter VII, of seminar XX, Lacan
presents us his formulas of sexuation built along Seminars XVIII and XIX, telling us not to understand too fast.
Lacan questions what the real is, its existence, considering that, as Miller says, it's not certain that the real has
an essence. That allows him to think the real, in his last
teachings, as related to the feminine jouissance. Would
it be fundamentally different from the masculine jouissance? Would there be a binarism, the woman with the
feminine jouissance and the man with the masculine
jouissance? Precisely not. Lacan defined what's proper
to feminine jouissance in relation to the masculine
jouissance, but he would have gone beyond. According
to Miller, he generalized what he glimpsed through feminine jouissance, making it the regime of jouissance as
such¹8.
So, when Lacan makes use of logic writings to explain
how sexuation operates, he says that all of those that
call themselves men, fall under the coup of castration,
having in the horizon at least one that would not submit
to castration. But Lacan did not write what concerns
women, the denial over the phallus. What he wrote,
which is much more subtle, is the denial over the whole:
not all the woman submits to castration. There's something in the woman that escapes castration. If he wrote
the denial over the phallus, we would be in a purely
binary logic and the woman would be complementary to
the man as his inverted image. On the contrary, the feminine side is strictly dissymmetric: not all the woman
obeys to the phallic function. There's something in
women that is not taken into castration. And that's
where lays the mystery of the feminine jouissance,
beyond Oedipus, and not all in benefit of the woman.
Lacan perceived it through the woman, but that allowed
him to perceive that not all in jouissance obeys to the
Freudian scheme. And it is because he generalized the

formula "not all jouissance is phallic” that he could
highlight what he called sinthome. From the moment
we take things to the phallic function, we are obliged to
verify that there is at the end what Freud called the
symptomatic rests.
Every speaking being is allowed, whoever he is, provided
or not with the attributes of masculinity, attributes
which remain to be determined, to inscribe himself on
the feminine side of sexuation. This will allow for no
universality, one will be not-all, having the option to
place himself in the phallic function or not. Together
with the not all phallic we have the denial of the exception. Not having an exception to create the whole, we
are in the regime of the not-all.
Under the transversal bar that crosses the vertical
division of supposed sexual identifications, on the side
of man, Lacan writes $ and Φ, that supports the subject
as a signifier. $ only has to do, as a partner, with the
object a inscribed on the other side of the bar. He can
only reach his sexual partner, the Other, as the object
cause of his desire, object of his fantasy. A woman may
also situate herself on the masculine side, and takes a
partner, man or woman, as an object.
On the other side of the formula, what he approaches,
says Lacan, is what Freud has left aside which is the
question, what does a woman want? For Freud, there is
only masculine libido. A field is thus ignored, the one of
all the beings who assume the status of a woman. It's
improper to call it the woman, because from the
moment it's enunciated as not-all, it can not be written.
Here the feminine article only exists barred: in french,
LA/.
The Other is what the woman has a relation with, but we
only have sporadic testimonials of it. The woman has a
relation with the signifier of this Other which can only
remain as radically Other. That's why this signifier of the
Other marks the Other as barred: S(A). This A, one can
not say it. The woman has a relation to S(A) and, on the
other hand, she may have a relation to the phallus.
In relation with S(A), a woman is Other for herself in the
singularity of the Other jouissance. The arrow that goes
towards S(A) addresses that which in the Other is

17 Lacan, J. Conclusions du IXe Congrès de l'École freudienne
de Paris, 09.07.1978. La Cause du désir 103. Paris,
Navarin, 2019, p. 23.
18 Miller, J.-A. L'Un tout seul, 02.03.2011.
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radically Other. She enjoys what escapes from any
measure and embodies jouissance in infinity. Without
the limit of exception, she demands a sign of love, with
no other assurance than that of her body jouissance.
That's why "they are crazy", and Lacan may place
himself by their side, together with San Juan de la Cruz,
a mystic, whom nobody doubts it's a man. The analysts
of the School, man and women, testify how they reach
not all jouissance at the end of their analysis. One
example is the new signifier encountered by Leonardo
Gorostiza at the end of his analysis: "el calzador sin
medida".
We can thus think that all the speaking beings may
inscribe themselves in the phallic function, locating
themselves in the so-called masculine side of the sexuation formula, while another part inscribes itself not all
in the phallic function, maintaining a relation with an
Other jouissance, beyond the phallic jouissance. These
two sides of the formulas are not complementary, the
not all phallic jouissance is rather supplementary to the
phallic jouissance. Here we talk about two different
logics: one for all the speaking beings and one where
there's something else that Lacan situates on the
woman side. Beyond presenting themselves as men
and women, the speaking beings incline themselves
towards one or another way of jouissance.
Nevertheless, if we take the supplementary jouissance,
as Miller proposes, as the jouissance as such, sinthomatic mark of each speaking being, this mark becomes
singular for each one, and the phallic jouissance
becomes particular and contingent, as Lacan says in
chapter VIII of Seminar XX.
To conclude, I would say the real lays in the non-existent
sexual relation. There is One, sinthomatic jouissance,
and there is the other satisfaction, that of speech.
Transference love may supply the sexual relation that
there isn't, becoming the instrument that makes one
speak so that he meets the otherness of the One jouissance, single, beyond the being provided by his fantasies and identifications, that cover the mark of jouissance that is his own.
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